
Welcome to ELA!
Do Now: 

Take a popsicle stick from the front table 
and write your name on it. 

Take a seat where you think 
you’ll learn best :)



 Daily Procedures
➔ Always check the do now board! That is where you can 

find out how to prepare for our day.

➔ Write down your homework in your agenda and wait 
for teacher instructions. (HW website - Venture)

➔ Bathroom: one at a time. If you see that the girls or 
boys pass is on its hook, you may sign out and leave 
without interrupting the lesson. The same applies to 
leaving the room: you must have a pass and you must 
ask!

➔ Library: book check out is done through Ms. Lewis. She 
will sign out your book on her computer.



 Daily Procedures
➔ Absent Work - it is your responsibility to check the absent folders 

in the student section (days absent = days to make up work)
◆ Let me know of vacations in advance and we can work 

around it!

➔ Opportunities - type of offense = referral to VP

➔ Supplies: two composition notebooks, PENS, tape/glue
◆ You will use these every day! Not having supplies = points off 

of habits of mind!

➔ Do now - mini lesson - independent reading (workshop!)

➔ Nightly homework checked weekly (Fridays) - not taken late

➔ Grading policy - FYI



Our Classroom
➔ Library / read aloud corner
➔ Flexible seating
➔ Student section
➔ Passes / bathroom sign out
➔ “The Fridge”
➔ Conference section
➔ Google Classroom - Make sure to join ASAP for 

updates and assignments!



DRILL PROCEDURES

Fire Drill

❏ Students line up in front of the door

❏ Turn off classroom lights

❏ Last student out makes sure the door closes

❏ Walk QUIETLY out the door to the right and make the first left

❏ Walk in a straight line around the cars in the parking lot

❏ Line up on the grass hill facing the school

❏ REMAIN QUIET

Shelter in Place Drill

❏ Close the blinds in the classroom

❏ Continue with business as usual (learning still happens)

❏ No leaving the room for any reason

Lockdown Drill

❏ Sit QUIETLY behind the line to be out of sight

❏ Search for any students in the hallway and bring into room if time permits

❏ Turn off classroom lights

❏ Lock the classroom door

❏ Do not move until 2 announcements are made

❏ REMAIN QUIET



Our Class Rules
Let’s brainstorm important classroom rules 
together and Ms. Lewis will record them on 
chart paper!

What do you think will make our class run 
smoothly?

Some things that are important to Ms. Lewis: Respecting one another 
and the teacher, using classroom procedures and following directions, 
come to class prepared, effort, participation, kindness and positivity...


